Implementation of HANA
Live ensures Better Visibility &
Robust Reporting

SITUATION

IMPACT

RESOLUTION

The customer was looking to
address the critical issues with
their existing ERP systems that
lacked dashboards and reports.
The lack of quality visualization
tools and the capability for
mobile reporting was another
issue that had to be addressed.

Lack of dashboards and reports
and quality visualization tools in
the current system impacted
smooth business operations.

ITC Infotech implemented HANA
Live and carried out customizations
based on the customer’s
requirements. The integration of
HANA Studio and SAP ECC with
HANA database ensured real-time
reporting and eliminated the ETL
process. The process included
implementation of Fiori apps and
ensured the availability of reports
and dashboards on mobile devices
besides implementing solution
modules for Dispute Management,
Biller Direct, Collection and Credit
Management.

The Customer
The customer is a wholly owned subsidiary of an international
corporation and sells more than 3000 ingredients that are part of
functional ingredients used in the food, beverage and nutritional
industries worldwide. The company provides suitable products
dedicated to these industries to specifically design products that
are used to improve the texture and functionality of foods,
beverage and nutritional products.

The Need

Business Benefits

The business need was to implement a faster and
more user-friendly system with dashboards and
reporting capabilities. The specific need was accross
approval workflows, financial supply chain
management and consolidated reporting.

 Faster and more user-friendly SAP user interface
 Reduced manual effort involved in closing period

end books
 Reduced manual effort required for posting

elimination entries
 Provision

of extended enterprise system to

customer

The Solution
ITC Infotech addressed the issues faced by the
customer through an end-to-end HANA Live solution
implementation that included:

 Better visibility on account payable
 WEBI and Crystal Reports based robust reporting

system requiring very little or no manual intervention

 Using HANA live for the migration of customized

ABAP ECC programs for MM, SD and FI to data
models in the HANA studio
 Using HANA design studio to develop more than 25

reports that could be accessed through the SAP BO
portal
HANA database to get real-time reporting that also
eliminated the ETL process
 Implementation of Fiori Apps
 Ensuring availability of reports and dashboards on

mobile devices
 Implementation of solution modules for Dispute

Management, Biller Direct, Collection and Credit
Management

ITC Infotech’s Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
Practice
ITC Infotech is a leading provider of cutting edge
SAP Solutions helping clients leverage
technologies such as HANA, Mobility, IoT and
Analytics. As a Partner Edge partner, ITC Infotech
co-innovates with SAP in key business areas
including Supply Chain – Supply Chain
Performance Management, in developing
Mobility apps on the HANA Cloud Platform (HCP)
and in developing IoT solutions for different
business requirements.
Industry expertise, technical depth and
commitment to completing projects successfully
enables our 800 SAP consultants to deliver
significant value across the lifecycle of SAP
solutions for global customers.
For more information, please write to:
contact.us@itcinfotech.com
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